20 October 2011

Rebels Defeat Warriors 35-14, Streak
Continues
Through seven regular season tilts the Rebels season has
seemed like a football version of the movie “Groundhog Day”.
While the places and players have changed, the games
themselves have all been pretty darn similar. Things generally
start out with the Rebels pounding the ball into the heart of
the opposition, just daring them to try and stop them,
followed by some exploits from young Mr. McDondle and his
backfield mates. Throw in some defensive takeaways and a
few special teams gems and by halftime the only thing really
in doubt is whether or not the cheerleaders will be able to
fulfill the pushup requirement. With all the scoring the
Rebels have done so far this year it may be safe to say the the
Rebel Cheerleaders may be the strongest group of young
ladies to grace the sidelines in a long time.
Taking the ball on the opening kickoff the formula was pretty
clear, some healthy doses of Jaxon Mohr up the gut, a little bit
of McDondle around the end, and even a surprise pass to the
state’s top tailback for the day’s opening score. A perfectly
executed pass play from Justin Brown to Cameron McDondle
and the Rebels were on their way. The defense that had
surrendered only 23 points in the first four games of the
season had no answers early and things were not going to
change much as the game went on.
With the Rebels up a score early Tyler Thomas boomed the
kickoff inside the 5 yard line and after a short run and a few
nice hits by the Rebels the ball was back in the good guy’s
hands again. After a few plays the ball was fed from the one
yard line to the big boy of the backfield, and with a Rebel yell,
it was Mohr Mohr Mohr, and the Rebels were quickly in
control with a 14-0 lead. The defense continued to stymie any
plans the Warriors had for closing the gap, and after a drive
from midfield it was again McDondle time, and the best back
in the state put his second touchdown of the game on the
board on a 14 yard blast that left the Warriors stunned. The
half ended with Arapahoe putting a nice drive together and
connecting on a few nice passes and getting into the end zone
with 1 minute left on the clock, 21-7 at halftime and the
Warriors were thinking they were ready to climb back into the
game. I guess they didn’t see the movie, the second half
began with more of the same as the first half and with a 54
yard jaunt that left would be tacklers grasping for answers the
younger McDondle put the Rebels safely ahead. The offense
was in top form on this picture perfect afternoon, and the
crowd witnessed back to back 60 yard Touchdown runs by
Cameron and Justin Brown called back for unknown reasons,
just to see the 54 yard scamper by Bernard McDondle put any

questions about a Warrior comeback to rest. Bernard got his
second Touchdown of the day in the fourth quarter before
the Warriors tacked one on late in the game and the Rebels
marched out with a 35 to 14 convincing win over the toughest
opponent they has seen to date.
While our Groundhog Day movie generally revolves around
the exploits of Cameron McDondle, who seems to have
perfected a way to duck his shoulder into the tackler, lower
his body to within inches of the field, spin through the tackle
and somehow still be on his feet. The cast of co-stars does
change from week to week. Junior Safety Michael Burns
covered more ground then his big wig realtor fathers Remax
Company, a beautiful interception followed by a long runback
seemed to take away any hope the Warriors had for a
comeback. The young Burns was all over the field and his play
gets better every week. The defense as always was anchored
by the human tackling machine, Jaxon Mohr and Josh Croy
seemed to be on the bottom of every pile as well, including
another QB sack. Back in the lineup and starting to round into
form for the stretch run, Ryan Earnest will give the Rebels
some much needed help through the rest of the season. The
pass rush was better than it had been and senior D Lineman
Brian Mayberry racked up 2 big QB sacks to put the brakes on
Warrior drives, linemate Adams Bates also took a turn
dumping the Warrior QB for a loss. The team got a scare
when Boss Hog Dylan Baker didn’t get up following a play, but
was able to walk unassisted off the field with a slight limp.
The one thing the team cannot afford is anymore injuries, and
hopefully as the playoffs start a few of the hobbled players
will be able to return to the fold. Getting the likes of Noah
Thompson, Nick Burns, and a few other key players healthy
would certainly strengthen the team for the stretch run.
While the Warriors got nothing going on the ground, they did
have some pretty good luck between the 20’s through the air.
Senior QB Alec Geiser hit on 16 of his 27 passes for 261 yards
and one Touchdown. The Rebels know they have to keep the
heat on the QB and not let the oppositions big ends run
unchecked downfield. While the Rebels DB’s are very
athletic, a towering group of players they are not, they say the
best pass defense is a great pass rush, the Rebels had better
lace up their spikes and find a way to get some more
consistent pressure over the next couple of weeks. So, 7 was a
lucky number for the team, let’s hope that weeks 8 and 9
follow suit. Stay tuned sports fans, things are gonna be very
interesting over the final two weeks of the season.
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Matchup Oct 14, 2011

Nickname: Rebels
Colors: Navy/Silver
Coach: Andy Lowry
League: 5A Super 6
Playoff Division: 5A
2011 Record 7-0

Nickname: Bears
Colors: Green/Gold
Coach: Tom Thenell
League: 5A Super 6
Playoff Division: 5A
2011 Record 5-2

Rebels vs Bears Preview
As we move into week 8 of the regular season we see that it is open season on Bears and the Rebels are ready to do
some hunting. The squad from Bear Creek comes in with one of the top offenses in the state and a defense that is also
very tough. Led by Senior QB Sean Flanagan who is every bit as much a threat to run the ball as he is to pass it the
Bears have weapons all over the field. Flanagan is completing passes at just over a 50% clip for an average of 224 yards
per game, he has thrown 20 TD passes and 8 interceptions so far this year. When Flanagan drops back he has three
main targets that the Rebels will have to deal with. Familiar to the team is former Rebel Rajee Randolph who
transferred after his sophomore year, Randolph has caught 27 balls for 357 yards this year and is a threat to break it
every time he gets his hands on the pigskin. When Flanagan looks deep it is generally to his favorite target Nick Dalton,
the recipient of 27 catches for 600 yards this 6’3” senior has 11 TD’s already this season. The third option for Flanagan
is another big boy, standing at 6’4” senior Jake Anna has hauled in 27 balls for 425 yards and 5 TD’s. Flanagan loves to
throw the deep fly ball and let his big targets run under his moon balls and outjump the defenders, so the Rebels had
better be ready to have some help over the top as most of the Rebels D Backs rely on quickness to overcome their sub
6 foot stature. But be ready for Flanagan to tuck and run if he sees a crack, this shifty senior is in his third year as the
starting QB and can break a defense down quickly with his feet as well as his arm. The fleet footed shifty Bear Creek
signal caller has tucked and run 23 times this year and 3 TD’s.
When the Bears decide to run the ball they have a very good looking attack and have averaged over 6 yards a carry on
their 172 attempts through the first 7 games. The main ground gainer for the Bears is Treamon Edwards who has
toted the rock 61 times and averages over 7 yards a carry . He is a shifty hard running senior who takes advantage of
the space provided by the big passing game. So, the Rebels will have their hands full all night and they are going to
need their best showing of the season to come out with a win. The Bears as always have some big boys on the O line
and if the Rebels want to continue the streak of W’s they will have to find away to not only get past this line, but in the
meantime keep the Irish Cannon from escaping out the back door.
After scouting the Bears the word is that Flanagan can get a little wild with his throws and has a tendency to rely a
little too much on his receivers to be able to make the catch. Their defense is tough, fast and will come right after you,
a smaller but quick set of linebackers flow well to the ball and are sure tacklers. However, this being said, the Bears
can be beaten and after a tough first half verse Mullen the somewhat undersized linebackers wore down and could not
stop the mustangs in the second half. The mustangs were able to run for more than 300 yards in that game so we will
see how the Bears try and deal with the top rushing team in the state. So, as the leaves begin to turn color and fall to
the ground, look for the Rebels to do some Bear hunting, and if they can bottle up Flanagan, with Croy, Bates,
Hoffschneider and the rest of the D bringing the pressure, it will be 8-0 for the finale verse Mullen. From Bear hunting
to Mustang busting, the last two weeks is what we have waited for, just bring it !
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William Perry, Former Chicago Bears
Defensive Tackle
"I've been big ever since I was little."
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